According to Victor Gibeault, an environmental horticulturist and turf researcher at the University of California, Riverside, it's a common experience among turf researchers to have had an epiphany about turf at some point in their lives — to have experienced a moment when they understood the beauty of turf and the feelings that people have for
Death of a Drug-Linked Dry-Cleaner

By Bill Maxwell

A usual, Mayor Cianci was at the murder scene. "There was one body on the street. He was in perfect health, outside of a cloth in his hand. He was lying prostrate, "he said.

"I don't know what the people involved were dealing with," he added.

"I was called to the scene, came and did the best. He was in the middle of the street, had a coat and a shirt. He was dead. The police came out of the house, went inside and found the second body there. After that, the police found the third body in the car in the parking lot."
NEED A COLLEGE
By Patrick Daughter:

THE NUMBERS DON'T ADD UP

SPORTING BOX

This space will discuss the charges the football team that plays at the University of Texas has paid, but that's not the point.

The point is that the Texas Longhorns are having a breakout football season and may even make a bowl game this year.

Regular season games are won and lost. But there are games that are won and lost in other ways. This is a game that has been won and lost in the Longhorns' favor.

The Longhorns are playing a series of games that will determine their outcome for the rest of the season. The team has a good chance of making a bowl game and even winning it, but that's not the point.

The point is that the Longhorns are having a breakout season and may even make a bowl game this year.

CONAUTO

College of Undergraduate Studies
A regionally accredited university serving working adults
619-451-0984
408-884-0940
Institute Plaza II
2009 Center Blvd S
San Diego, CA 92105
New accepting applications
For Fall/Winter semesters.
Call now to talk
to a faculty advisor!
www.tui.edu

INSTITUTE

Lose Weight
FAST
Lose 18 pounds in just four weeks...

Our doctors and nurses have been helping thousands of people to the best, while also helping them to lose weight. We can help you lose 18 pounds in just four weeks.

One of the best ways to lose weight is to have a healthy diet. You should try to eat plenty of fruits and vegetables, and limit your intake of sugary foods and beverages.

With our diet plan, you can lose weight fast and stay healthy. You will be given a meal plan that will help you lose weight and keep it off.

FREE Consultation with all at Expiration 03/25/06

$50 OFF Initial Fees with all at Expiration 03/25/06

MEDICAL WEIGHT CONTROL SPECIALISTS

(619) 728-3706

(714) 729-2288

(760) 885-4587

(619) 583-2995

(619) 583-2601

"Managing Weight Loss Since 1972"

San Diego's #1 Wireless Dealer

Allstate Cellular

SANDIEGO'S Largest Selection of Phones & Carriers

PCS, DIGITAL, ANALOG, CELLULAR

Confused? CALL US!
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SHEEP AND GOATS
PLACES OF WORSHIP REVIEWED

Deaconess Lehman: (Minneapolis) (1)
Address: 16320 Nicollet, Minneapolis, Minn. 55434
Phone: 829-4140
Time of service: 11:00 a.m. daily
Services: Sunday worship, daily Holy Communion, chapel services, prayer services
Senior pastor: Rev. M. R. Barlow
Church school coordinator: Mrs. L. D. Barlow
Annual budget: $3000
Staff: 40 members
Church address: 16320 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Church type: Non-denominational, American, African, Asian, Central

It was a service the Deaconess Lehman, located at 16320 Nicollet, Minneapolis, Minn. 55434, received a record number of worshippers. The church's growth is due to its mission of providing a welcoming and inclusive space for people of all backgrounds to come together and worship. The church's leaders believe that their mission is to create a community that is open to all, regardless of religion, race, or social status.

A stone pathway leads up to the church entrance, surrounded by lush greenery. Inside, the sanctuary is adorned with stained glass windows, a pipe organ, and a large cross. The service was led by Rev. M. R. Barlow, who delivered a powerful and inspiring sermon. The congregation sang a few songs, including 'Amazing Grace', and ended with a group prayer. The atmosphere was peaceful and serene, with everyone participating in the service.

A tension that is rarely evident in the city is the smile on people's faces. It is a smiling that is genuine, that is not forced. It is a smiling that is shared by everyone, regardless of their background. It is a smiling that is a testament to the power of community and to the strength of the human spirit.

The Deaconess Lehman's growth is not just a result of the church's mission, but also of its location. The church is located in a bustling area of Minneapolis, where many people live and work. The church's leaders believe that their mission is to provide a space for people to come together and find solace in their daily lives.

The Deaconess Lehman is a place of worship that is open to all, and it is a testament to the power of community and the strength of the human spirit.
"She was there to do nothing. She can't do nothing."

The door slammed loudly before Thursday's first pitch. A group of reporters had gathered at the entrance to the stadium as the first pitch approached. The commotion was intense, with the announcements echoing through the grandstand. Suddenly, the door burst open as a man emerged, his face pale and sweaty.

"I'm sorry," he said, his voice shaking. "I'm sorry." He seemed to be crying, his eyes red and puffy.

The crowd quieted down, curious about what had happened. "What's the matter?" someone asked, but the man didn't respond. He turned and walked away, his figure消失ing in the crowd.

"What a mess," someone muttered, shaking their head. "What a mess."
Which FREE SAMPLE will you get?
Free Solutions
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Lucky 7's
7 Days
7 Phones
7 Dollars

Choose any phone in this ad for just $77 when you activate a FREE second phone from our special stock!

Ericsson 778

NEW!

Motorola STARTAC 2000

4 Motorola RX100

Sony RX100

Sony 1300

Motorola Elite Euro

Log 300

Sony 1300 Digital

GET FREE DIGITAL MOBILE ACCESSORIES WITH THIS PURCHASE

Connecting Your Worlds
San Diego's Most Advanced Cellular Network

GOLDEN TRIANGLE
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PLAZA BONITA MALL
PLAZA MIRAGE

619-677-5999
619-456-6444
619-472-2700
He wondered why the sight of the Buck convertible, even laden with chrome excess, didn't surprise him much.

The clouds had begun to gather and the rain was starting to fall. The wind had picked up, and the sound of the whistling rain against the window sounded like a hundred tiny arrows piercing the glass. He wondered if he should have brought an umbrella, but then again, he didn't have one. He wished he had a coat, but he didn't. He wished he had a car, but he didn't. He wished he had a friend, but he didn't. He wished he had money, but he didn't.

He wondered why he was here, why he was doing this, why he was feeling this way. He wondered why he was alive, why he was breathing, why he was thinking. He wondered why he was feeling so empty, so lost, so alone. He wondered if he would ever find his way back home.
He wondered why the sight of the Buick convertible, overlaid with chrome extras, didn't surprise him much.

Retrospect, he told himself. "Life, you see me more..." His head started to ache, and he found himself thinking of that old car. It didn't have much, just a few chrome parts. "Life, you see me more..."

He looked out the window at the town. It was dark. He felt tired, but he knew he had to keep going. He had a long way to go.

He thought about the car. He remembered how it had looked, the way it had felt. It was a different time then. He had been young, hopeful.

He closed his eyes and tried to remember.

The car was long gone. The memories were fading. He was alone in the world, and he knew it. But he kept going. Life was waiting for him, and he had to see it.

The car was just a memory now. But he wouldn't forget it. It was a part of him, a part of his past. He would hold onto it, carry it with him, wherever he went.
Who Is Picnic Rick?

An extremely fat woman was admitted to Harlem Hospital when I worked there 30 years ago. I remember how sad her admittance form looked on the hospital bed. She had double-length black hair and weighed more than 300 pounds. When I saw her, she was standing in a wheelchair, with her head down. She had lesions on her back and was in excruciating pain. The skin on her back was pulled tight against her bones. She had a large, round face with a big nose and a big mouth. She was wearing a white hospital gown. Her hair was pulled back in a tight bun. She had a white很多事情 written in ink across her face. She was wheeled down the hall to the operating room, where she was anesthetized and operated on. I remember the sound of the scissors and the sound of the breathing machine. She was wheeled back to the recovery room, where she was still in a lot of pain. She was given pain medication and kept in the recovery room for a few days. She eventually recovered and was discharged from the hospital.

A friend of mine, a nurse, told me that she had met this woman at a picnic in Central Park. She was wearing a large white dress and a hat. She was sitting on a blanket in the grass. The nurse said that she was very friendly and spoke to her for a while. She gave the nurse a small gift. The nurse said that she was surprised to see her at the picnic. She had never seen her before. She was very tall and had a large build. She was wearing a large hat and a large sunshade. She was very friendly and spoke to the nurse for a while.

I remember how sad the woman looked when she was wheeled down the hall to the operating room. She was wearing a large white hospital gown. She had a large, round face with a big nose and a big mouth. She was wheeled back to the recovery room, where she was still in a lot of pain. She was given pain medication and kept in the recovery room for a few days. She eventually recovered and was discharged from the hospital. She was very friendly and spoke to the nurse for a while. She gave the nurse a small gift. The nurse said that she was surprised to see her at the picnic. She had never seen her before. She was very tall and had a large build. She was wearing a large hat and a large sunshade. She was very friendly and spoke to the nurse for a while. She gave the nurse a small gift. The nurse said that she was surprised to see her at the picnic. She had never seen her before. She was very tall and had a large build. She was wearing a large hat and a large sunshade. She was very friendly and spoke to the nurse for a while.
Redhead, but Not a Redhead
Like Lucille Ball Was a Redhead

A tall, slender redhead stood next to me. We were standing on a corner in a city that
controlled the busy intersection. Many people were out that day, but none was near us. I felt alone there with her. Maybe she
was 25, maybe she was 25. Her hair fell back from her face forehead. An aqua purliner ribbon caught her hair at the base of her
neck. Her neck was deliciously long. She wore gray sweatpants and a white long-sleeved T-shirt. Her bony feet were strapped into
brown leather sandals. Her feet were dirty. Over her shoulders, she carried a brown leather purse. A quart bottle of water was
stuck out from the purse's interior. From her ears hung small gold earrings in the shape of maple leaves. The maple leaves made
me think that perhaps she was Canadian. Then I thought that maybe somebody sent the earrings to her from Vermont, because
Vermont is the state tree of the maple leaf. I said to her, "The girl is a long time, isn't
it?" She turned to me. The sun's rays shone directly on her face.
The eyes under the shadow of her hair
were green, a few shades more yellow
than emerald and a few shades less yel-
low than yellowstone. They were the eyes
of the aspirations I had seen but had bought that day in the market. They were the serious green color of the aqua
ghim tips. Perspiration stood in
fine dots above her upper lip. Her
nose was long. "No," she said. "I
guess the light is
long." She didn't sound Canadian. The light was long, long enough for me to say, "It's true in hot days.
Isn't it?" She smiled and said "I don't want to get home and stand in the shower. Before
I could answer, the light blazed yellow. She said, "Are you going to stay in the shower?"
I nodded. She said, "Come on..." And she
her hand on my mouth. She put her
her chest, and she took again,
her left eye-
brow, two small
white scars.

If you were Vir-
ian, I'd kill you. And
and held

...and

...and

...and
I was terrified when Polly climbed up into the wagon of my novel's first paragraph that the horse would just stand there, flick his tail at flies that sidestepped atop their long horse spines, paw at pavement with their hooves.

Polly made a mistake, taking the seat instead. The car's floor was hard enough, I thought, but she was clumsy. I observed her affectionately as she clambered into the seat, her shaggy brown coat mussed. They started the car, the couple looked at me with a mixture of surprise and mock indulgence. Polly couldn't contain her delight and she fumbled with the steering wheel, a gesture of her excitement. She laughed and made a face, a charming expression.

‘No,’ I said, ‘I’m afraid we’re too young to take the car.’

She looked at me with a mixture of disappointment and amusement. ‘You know what? I’m just going to take it anyway.’

I stood up and walked away, feeling a mixture of relief and irritation. The car was going to be a disaster.
Rebel Beneath Your Feet

He was among the many in that group who during the long drought of the 1980s — when average rainfall dropped from 9 inches to 3 or 4 inches a year — were told to let the grass die and to think about painting the grass green.

By Michael T. Lindauer

The 1987 film 'Rebel Without a Cause' ended with a memorable scene where James Dean's character, Terry, says: "I don't know what it is, but I guess I just feel it's my right to do what I want, when I want, and how I want, and if I want to let my grass grow, let it grow!"

It's a line that resonates with many Californians, especially those who are tired of being told to sacrifice their green spaces for the sake of water conservation. The word "grass" has become a symbol of rebellion in California, a stand against government mandates and a call for freedom to let nature take its course.

In the same way that Dean's character defied authority, Californians are rebelling against the idea that their lawns must be perfectly green and meticulously maintained. They are fighting back against the "green police," the sanctimonious voices that tell them to sacrifice their grass for the greater good of conserving water.

But the rebellion is not just about defying authority. It's about embracing nature, about valuing the beauty and diversity of natural ecosystems. It's about understanding that grass is not just a decorative element, but a vital part of our planet's biodiversity.

In the words of one Californian: "I don't care if my lawn is green or not. I just want to show that I can do what I want and not let anyone tell me what to do."

The rebellion is not about ignoring the need for water conservation, but about finding a balance between the environment and personal choice. It's about realizing that we can have both a green lawn and a healthy ecosystem. It's about embracing the diversity of our planet and allowing nature to express itself in all its forms.

So, the next time you see someone with a green lawn, remember the words of James Dean: "I don't know what it is, but I guess I just feel it's my right to do what I want, when I want, and how I want, and if I want to let my grass grow, let it grow!"

And let them know, in the spirit of California's spirit of rebellion, that they are not alone in their quest for a green lawn — and a green world.
Refuses To Make Bunny Ears

By the way, I hadn't seen the September 24th issue of the San Francisco Chronicle when you wrote me. I would have assumed that you were getting some grounds for your assertion rather than getting some grounds for your claim.

R.H. Abbot

Cut Loose

444 S.W.
Cedros Avenue
Solana Beach
509-5866
Mon., T-W,
11:30-6
Sun. 10-6

Casual Elegance.
Natural Fiber

Some Sympathy, But Not A Lot, For Musicians

As the San Diego Symphony faces a possible strike, I wonder whether we can all agree on the best way to resolve the dispute. Although the union seeks higher wages and better working conditions, I believe that the orchestra has every right to negotiate for fair compensation. At the end of the day, the musicians are the ones who bring us this beautiful art form.

Mike 36
San Diego

Power Peel

Laser Hair Removal

Melvin L. Mazer, M.D.
8010 First Street, Suite 502 • 858 481-2544
San Diego • La Jolla Hospital

No wonder they call it the lunch peel...You'll be in and out within an hour!

Power Peel

Laser Hair Removal

Melvin L. Mazer, M.D.
8010 First Street, Suite 502 • 858 481-2544
San Diego • La Jolla Hospital

“Count the Stadiums!”

Deadline for submission: this Friday, October 9th at Midnight

Win two Padre tickets to this Sunday's Playoff Game!

To enter, simply go online to the Reader's Web site:
www.sitereader.com
and play
PRESIDENTIAL LIMOUSINE

Homecoming Special
Live band, catered dinner,
$199

Lunch at Hard Rock Cafe
Lunch for two and 2 hours
Limousine & Dinner Package
$155

(A89) 702-7121 or
(800)708-7009

SO MUCH UNDER ONE ROOF!
1998 ASID DESIGNER SHOWCASE

Days of design professionals will apply their creative might to 24 design spaces in an East County-wide country estate nestled in the exclusive enclave of Rancho Santa Fe. The 8000-square-foot, 21-room property has a full complement of amenities and a 1-level garden train. In addition, there will be exciting plein air artists, cooking demonstrations and garden tours. Witness this structure's storied evolution in one of San Diego's most prestigious locales. Now through November 1:

Mon-Thurs. 10 am-3 pm Fri. 10 am-6 pm Sat. & Sun. 10 am-5 pm

Sponsored by:

To order tickets call:
619-687-1066
Designers Showcase
Information 619-687-1313

Calendar Local Events

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FESTIVAL Week-long celebration in the San Francisco National Wildlife Refuge Center and San Francisco National Wildlife Refuge. Various events throughout the week.

SOUGHT CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LUXURY TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

We will be the only single-event limousine event. On Saturday, October 13th, a group of 50 guests will be invited to the San Francisco National Wildlife Refuge Center and San Francisco National Wildlife Refuge. They will have the opportunity to participate in various activities throughout the week. These activities include bird watching, wildlife tours, and educational programs. The event will also feature a special exhibition of wildlife photography and footage. The event is free and open to the public. For more information, please visit www.nationalwildlifefestival.org

SOUGHT CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LUXURY TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

THE MONTH OF TERROR STARTS OCTOBER 2 AND ENDS NOVEMBER 1

530 Market St.
Sat. Sun. & Mon. 7:00 to 11:00 PM
Fri. & Sat. 6:00 PM to 1:00 AM

The Old Town Market beer and wine garden is celebrating the month of terror with a unique Halloween offering. The market will feature a variety of traditional foods, drinks, and entertainment, all set against the backdrop of the historic Old Town Plaza. The event will take place from October 2nd to November 1st, offering visitors a taste of the holiday spirit in a festive and lively atmosphere.

DANCE

Full Moon Tuesdays
5:00 to 9:00 PM

TONY BENNETT

Come see Tony Bennett at the East County Performing Arts Center. His performance will be on October 7th and 8th. He will be joined by special guests, including a local folk band and a world-renowned chef. The event will feature a variety of culinary offerings, such as local wines and craft beers, as well as live music. Tickets for the event can be purchased online

HOUSE OF BLUES "HIGHWAY 61" TOUR

Featuring Beto T. Jones, John Hammond, Billy Ray Arnold, & B.B. King's Band. Monday, October 12
7:30 pm

MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER

A Tribute to the Greats, Performance
Thursday, October 22
7:30 pm

ANDREAS VOLLNEWEIDER

Tuesday, November 1
7:30 pm

Eat the best sushi in San Diego while you gamble!

5x1 Drafts 82 California Rolls

3 HOURS FREE PLAY
POKER - LOWBALL

Enjoy a night of gambling and fine dining at the East County Performing Arts Center. The casino floor is open from 5:00 PM to 2:00 AM, offering a wide range of games, including blackjack, roulette, and slot machines. The casino floor features a variety of table games and slot machines for players of all levels of experience. Additionally, the casino offers a variety of dining options, including a full-service bar and restaurant, with a menu of sushi, sashimi, and other Japanese specialties.

Strengthen your body, mind and spirit!

RED ROCK CLIMBING

Laser vision center offers a wide variety of classes including rock climbing, bouldering, and mountain bike. Our unique classes offer 30 work sessions before climbing

Do Something Different This Week!

Gentle Romance
BIPLANE AIR TOUR
TOP DOG AIR COMBAT
Dr. ESMERIDGE
EVENING HERBiS
EVENING HERBiS
CAREER GUIDANCE
CAREER GUIDANCE
CAREER GUIDANCE
CAREER GUIDANCE
CAREER GUIDANCE

Please call 619-590-1224 or visit us on the web
3974 Hanscom St., Old Town 1-800-816-7700

FILM

A United States Navy officer is captured by the North Vietnamese and becomes a prisoner of war. He is later rescued by a group of soldiers and taken to a secret facility in the jungle. There, he learns to survive and escape from captivity. The film, directed by John Sturges, stars Audie Murphy, Edward G. Robinson, and Frank Sinatra. It was released in 1960 and is considered a classic war film.
**THE SOUNDS OF POETRY**

Author: Robert Finley
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Critic’s Choice

“Lyrical, witty, worldly-wise... offbeat, quite wonderful! It melds the cynicism of ‘Cabaret’ and the romance of ‘She Loves Me’.”

“Farcical, sensuous, achingly beautiful...the music will charm you!”

“Naughtily delectable...masterful. Dizzingly gripping.”

Paramour

The Old Setter
CRITIC’S CHOICE
“Bitterly funny.”

Ask about $8 and $12.50 seats!
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THEATER

October 7-10
& 14-17
Mayan Hall
8 p.m.

THEATER DIRECTORY

SOUTHWESTERN THEATER
7000 University Ave.
844-1461

THEATRE SOUTHWEST
9000 University Ave.
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SAN DIEGO REPERTORY THEATRE
3009 Pacific Hwy.
844-1461

JOEY & MARIA'S COMEDY CLUB
5325 Prospector Rd.
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Enjoy the fun and the delicious
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I'm a damn good waitress.

If you want an actress, go see a movie.
The Hat Symbolizes the Tombstone of the Ego

"We are not performers, and you are not an audience."

INTERVIEW

PAT SHERMAN

The Hat: a film by Christopher Hume.

As a filmgoer in Los Angeles, I recently attended a screening of The Hat. The film, directed by Christopher Hume, is a surreal and thought-provoking work that explores the themes of identity, perception, and the nature of art. In this interview, I spoke with Pat Sherman, a critic and writer, about her thoughts on the film.

INTERVIEWER: What are your thoughts on The Hat?

PAT SHERMAN: The Hat is a film that challenges traditional notions of narrative and storytelling. It is a visual and auditory experience that requires the viewer to engage deeply with the material. The film is not easy to summarize or categorize, but it is certainly rewarding for those willing to invest the time and energy to understand it.

INTERVIEWER: What do you think is the central theme of The Hat?

PAT SHERMAN: The central theme of The Hat appears to be the nature of existence and the illusions we create to sustain ourselves. The film explores the idea that our various identities are constructed and that we are never truly who we think we are. It also touches on the idea that art is a way of challenging these illusions.

INTERVIEWER: How would you describe the cinematography of The Hat?

PAT SHERMAN: The cinematography of The Hat is stunning. It is a film that uses color and light in a way that is both visually captivating and emotionally profound. The camera work is masterful, and the use of space and time is manipulated to create a sense of the uncanny.

INTERVIEWER: What about the music? How does it contribute to the film?

PAT SHERMAN: The music in The Hat is integral to the film's atmosphere. It is a combination of classical and contemporary compositions that are used to create a sense of eeriness and unease.

INTERVIEWER: How would you describe the acting in The Hat?

PAT SHERMAN: The acting in The Hat is excellent. The film features a cast of up-and-coming actors who deliver performances that are both captivating and unsettling. The film is a must-see for anyone interested in experimental cinema.
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In The Gaslamp Quarter, Sunday October 11, 1998
A Music Block Party featuring... 7 Live Music Stages And More Than 30 Bands.

Tickets are $10 in advance $12 at the gate. Gates open at 11:00 AM.
Buy tickets at any Music Trader Location or by calling (619) 233-5008.

Proceeds In Benefit Chrisies Place

BUFFALO JOE'S PACIFIC THEATRES 10KGB

Music Trader

MUSIC TRADER

POUR HOUSE

Jazz 88.3

K POP 105.3
State of the Ant

The new surroundings serve to rejuvenate the ninety-eight-pound-weakening persona of Woody Allen.

When an advance in computer animation is made at the tail end of a decade of three-dimensional, full-body sculpted and shaded bears in contrast and looking space, it is quite remarkable. And the massive initial exposure, the vividness of the bringabout, the innovation of the approach, and the immediacy of the vision are all in evidence. The result is a new experience in the art of storytelling, a new dimension in the art of animation. At the same time, the technology is presented in a way that is not only entertaining but also educational. The film is both a celebration of the potential of animation as a storytelling medium and a call to the art of storytelling itself.

The story is set in a world where ants are the dominant species. The ants are divided into different castes, each with their own roles and responsibilities. The film explores the challenges faced by the ants as they navigate the complexities of their society, from the struggles of the worker ants to the conflicts of the queen and her royal court. The narrative is interspersed with educational tidbits about ants, their biology, and their behavior, providing a glimpse into the fascinating world of these tiny insects.

The animation is breathtaking, with intricate details and a sense of movement that brings the ants to life on the screen. The use of lighting and shading is masterful, creating a sense of depth and realism in the scenes. The music, composed by none other than Stevie Wonder, adds to the emotional impact of the film, enhancing the storytelling and creating a sense of immersion for the viewer.

In conclusion, State of the Ant is a cinematic achievement that combines cutting-edge technology with an inspiring narrative. It is a testament to the power of animation as a storytelling medium and a reminder of the importance of our interactions with the natural world. This film is not only a visual feast but also a thought-provoking exploration of the complex relationships that exist within our societies. It is a must-see for animation enthusiasts and anyone interested in the power of storytelling.

---

The Great American Motion Picture History in Color

Orson Welles
Citizen Kane

Begins Friday October 16

---

An Entrancing, Heartbreaking Film.

Oprah Winfrey
Danny Glover

Lolita

A Gift Beyond Price

A Special Engagement

Now Playing

The Great American Motion Picture History in Color

Orson Welles
Citizen Kane

---

Beloved

Tuesday, October 13 • 7 pm
AMC La Jolla 12

Complimentary Passes

To the first 50 people who send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

Beloved

AMC La Jolla 12

San Diego, CA 92110

One entry per person. No purchase necessary. REMEMBER 515 255 will not be returned.

Beloved opens October 16.
Urgent Dumplings

No large furniture takes up all the huge rooms. On the balcony, there were plastic chairs and more plastic tables, to accommodate a large number of customers. The service was efficient, and the tea came in a metal pot. The atmosphere was warm, and the music was soft, creating a relaxed and comfortable environment. The dumplings were served in a traditional manner, with fresh vegetables and herbs, and the dipping sauce was sweet and savory. The dumplings were perfectly cooked, with a crispy exterior and a soft interior. The restaurant was also known for its seafood, with fresh fish, shrimp, and crab. The staff was friendly and attentive, making the experience even more enjoyable. Overall, it was a delightful dining experience, and the restaurant was highly recommended.

---

COMPANIES: American Express, MasterCard, Visa

SERVING SUGGESTIONS: © 2015-2016 FORTRESS WAREHOUSE®

OPEN DAILY: Monday-Saturday, 11:00 AM-10:00 PM, Sunday, 12:00 PM-9:00 PM

PRICES: Lunch: $8-10; Dinner: $12-15

LOCATION: 1234 Ocean Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94133

CONTACT: (415) 999-1234

WEBSITE: www.urgentdumplings.com
Opportunity Knocks!

"Don't put any sauce on the riblets," Joe says. "No need.

"RIBS" was the code word for the workspace Joe had set up in the corner of the office. The walls were adorned with various posters and a large map of the city, and the floor was covered with a thick carpet. Joe had a stack of papers on his desk and a computer open, with various tabs and windows displayed.

"I want to see how this new software works," Joe said. "I need to make sure it's going to be able to handle the workload.

"Okay," the other person replied. "I'll get on it right away.

"Great," Joe said. "I appreciate you taking care of this.

"No problem," replied the other person. "I'll let you know as soon as it's done.

Joe smiled and nodded, satisfied with the progress. He then turned to the computer and began typing away, lost in thought as he worked on another project.

"Are we going to make it?" the other person asked.

"I'm not sure," Joe replied. "But I think we have a chance.

"What's the worst that could happen?"

"Well, if we don't make it, then we'll have to start over," Joe said. "It could take a lot of time and effort.

"But if we do make it, then we could be successful," the other person said. "It's a risk, but it's worth taking.
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2 FOR 1 Lunch
Harborside Bar & Grill

2 for 1 Dinner

Ethiopian Lunch or Dinner for Two '15

Two for One

DINNER FOR TWO $19.98

Casa Blanca

The French Pastry Shop

Dinner for Two $9.95

Casa Blanca

1016 University Avenue
(619) 574-7878

FREE Messy Sundae for Two

The Beaches
FREE
HOUSE-MADE
TIRAMISU
DESSERT
with the purchase of two entrees.

VESUVIO
GOURMET

PIZZA NOVA
WOOD-FIRED PIZZA

THE WORKS $4.99

MIDWAY, OLD TOWN, MISSION VALLEY

THE LIVING ROOM

5Avenue
The Best
Happy Hour in the
Gaslamp Quarter

SADAF

1/2-Price Appetizers

“Catch NFL & College Gridiron Action!”
SEE THE PADRES vs ATLANTA
Don’t miss the excitement of the MLB PLAYOFFS, NCAA
and the NFL as you enjoy your favorite beverage at

FUNDIDOS
Great Drinks & Appetizers Specials Nightly
Happy Hour 5 to 7 PM
SUNDAY & MONDAY Night Football
Saturday College Football & Baseball Playoffs

Hilton San Diego Resort

1775 E. Mission Bay Dr. Tijuana, CA 92037

2 for 1 at Lael’s Restaurant

Lael’s Restaurant and Kendall Jackson Winery
are pleased to present the 10th Annual Kendall &
Enjoy the game, drinks and desserts at Lael’s
Restaurant & Bar. For more information, please call
1-800-677-4533.

VALET PARKING AVAILABLE
OFF THE CUFF

What is your favorite form of entertainment?

Guy Barlow
Movie/Television
"Real life is like a bad dream and I've got access to cool stuff. Why would I want to do anything else?"

Andra Stiposki
Spring Fever
"Pretending to be a princess is just eating. I mean I just eat."

Cindy Barlow
Family/Comedy
"Things are breaking up and I can get off of the football team."

Kim Geller
Interior Design
"When I was a kid, I was like, don't you think I should just eat pizza?"

Paula Foster
Gymnastics
"In the pool, I can get off of the football team."

---
proof that our former mayor, Pete Wilson, used to be a funny guy. This photo was taken on August 23, 1974, his 40th birthday celebration. In the bowl, a scoop of ice cream representing every year of his life. Note the high vanilla content.

From the San Diego Historical Society. Photograph Collection.

PICTURE STORY

Reader Matches are on the Web

Updated every Monday
Reservation info before they appear in the Reader
www.sdreader.com